Chief Electrical Engineers, All Indian Railways.

Sub: Creation of new Plan Head – Traction Distribution Works.

With a view to pay focussed attention on Traction Distribution (TRD) Works including replacement of overaged TRD assets, a new Plan Head “Traction Distribution Work (PH-3700)” has been created. A copy of the “Advanced Correction Slip 108” amending Indian Railway Finance Code Vol.II issued vide Finance Dte. letter No. 2011/ACII/3/1 dated 03.04.12 by Finance Dte. of Railway Board is enclosed herewith for your information and necessary action. It may be noted from the aforesaid Correction Slip that existing PH-3600 has been modified as under:

a) **Plan Head 3600** – Other Electrical Works excluding Traction Distribution Works.

b) **Plan Head 3700** (New) – Traction Distribution Works.

The above Correction Slip is effective from 01.04.2012.

It is accordingly advised that all works sanctioned so far in the Plan Head 3600 (works in progress and new works) should be bifurcated under the above two Plan Heads. It is further advised that all the new works related to TRD (replacement of overaged assets, capacity enhancement works transmission line works etc.) should henceforth be proposed under the new Plan Head – 3700 “Traction Distribution Works” and all other Electrical works (excluding TRD works) should be proposed under Plan Head 3600.

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

D.A. As above

(S.K. Saxena)
Executive Director (EEM)
Railway Board
Government of India
Ministry of Railways
(Railway Board)

RBA No 8/2012

No. 2011/ACII/3/1

New Delhi, dated 03.04.2012

1. General Managers/FA&CAOs etc (As per standard List I)
2. All attached offices/Subordinates offices (As per standard List II)


**********


Contents of the correction slip may please be circulated suitably.

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

DA: As above.

(S.N.Mathur)
Director Finance/CCA
Railway Board

Copy to:

1. Dy. C&AG of India (Railways, Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi. [with 45 spare copies]
2. GM/Const/NFR, CAO/CE (Const)/All Indian Railways.
3. EDF/B
4. AC I (Comp), AC-III (6 Copies), AC-IV, Code Revision, Accounts Inspection, Accounts Appropriation, Finance (Budget)

(S.N.Mathur)
Director Finance/CCA
Railway Board
Advance Correction Slip No. 108


Classification of Capital and other Works Expenditure

i. Modify the existing Plan Head 3600 – Other Electrical Works as under:

**Minor Heads**
3600-Other Electrical Works excluding Traction Distribution Works

**Sub and Detailed Head**
Same sub and detailed classification as under 1100 with the codified digits for the relevant plan head e.g. 31 and 41 etc. being substituted for 11, (e.g. 3141/3142 for renewal of Rail and fastening or renewal of sleeper and fastenings as the case may be, 3251/3254 for major bridge work or for minor bridge work).

ii. Introduce the following Plan Head below Plan Head 3600 – Other Electrical Works excluding Traction Distribution Works as under:

**Minor Heads**
3700-Traction Distribution Works

**Sub and Detailed Head**
Same sub and detailed classification as under 1100 with the codified digits for the relevant plan head e.g. 31 and 41 etc. being substituted for 11, (e.g. 3141/3142 for renewal of Rail and fastening or renewal of sleeper and fastenings as the case may be, 3251/3254 for major bridge work or for minor bridge work).

This will take effect from 01.04.2012

(Authority: Board's Letter No. 2011/ACII/3/1 date _____03.2012)